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Abstract 
Verification of the authenticity of images that are circulated through media and public outlets is a critical issue in 
image forensics. Copy-move forgery is the most common image forgery that conceals a particular feature from the 
scene by replacing it with another feature of the same image. We propose a hybrid approach based on local fractal 
dimension (LFD) and singular value decomposition (SVD) to efficiently detect and localize the duplicated regionsin 
images.  First the image is partitioned into fixed size blocks and the local fractal dimension is estimated. In order to 
reduce the inherent computational complexity of fractal techniques, the image blocks are arranged in a B+ tree based 
on the LFD values. Pair of blocks within each segment is compared using singular values, to find regions that exhibit 
maximum resemblance. This reduces the need for comparison to the most suspected image portions alone. The 
experimental results show how effectively the method identifies the duplicated region; also presents the robustness of 
the method to detect forgery in the presence of after-copying manipulations such as rotation, blurring of edges and 
noise addition. The method proves to be effective in detecting multiple forgeries within the image. 
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1. Introduction 
The digital revolution made digital images play a vital role in various fields and technologies. Images are considered 
as authenticated proofs or corroboratory evidence in areas like forensic studies, law enforcement, surveillance systems, 
journalism etc. But with the ease of using image editing tools even the non-professionals can alter the image contents 
making the problem of digital image forgery potentially a serious threat in the present scenario [1]. Thus any individual 
can synthesize a fake picture and with the widely accessible Internet, the false information disseminates at a faster 
rate. As a consequence, facts may be distorted; public opinion may be affected, yielding a negative social impact. 
Therefore there is a strong demand for robust authentication methods that can discern whether an image is forged or 
not. 
Three major kinds of forgery exist: image splicing, coy-move and retouching [2].The main intention of copy-
move forgery is removal of object from the scene, which is replaced by pixels from other parts of the same image. 
Active approaches such as digital watermarking, signature etc. can be used to detect forgery by adding some prior 
information at the time of image acquisition. But this has limited applications. Therefore passive approaches are 
widely used to detect the traces of forgery as it doesn’t require any prior information. 
 
Many prior works in copy-move forgery detection have been reported. The earliest reported copy-move 
forgery detection technique was based on exhaustive search method, where the image and its circularly shifted version 
are overlaid looking for closely matching image segments [5]. But it was computationally expensive. Another method 
was based on auto-correlation, but it detects traces of forgery only if the forged region is large. Then various 
approaches based on block-tiling methods, key-point based methods and hybrid methods are used for the detection of 
forgery. J. Fridich, David Soukal and Jan Lukas [6] suggested a block-based attempt to detect copy move forgery 
based on DCT coefficients. But it will not work in noisy image. L. Li, S. Li, H. Zhu [7] presented a method for 
detecting copy move forgery based on local binary patterns (LBP). The main contribution of this method is that is 
robust not only to the traditional signal processing operations, but also to the rotation and flipping. Key-point based 
approaches such as SURF, SIFT also contributes to the detection.  X. Pan and S. Lyo [9] proposed a detection method 
based on matching image SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) features. This method is robust to transforms such 
as rotation, scaling and less susceptible to noise and JPEG compression. SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Feature 
Extraction)[12] based method of Copy-move Forgery in flat regions was suggested by G. Zhang, H. Wang [9].The 
method can detect region duplication in non-flat region and is rotation invariant. A SIFT and Zernike moments based 
region duplication detection was suggested by Z. Mohamadian, A. Pouyan [8].This hybrid approach has higher 
precision and is robust to Gaussian noise, JPEG compression and blurring. 
 
This paper proposes a blind or passive approach to copy-move forgery detection. In the proposed work, a 
hybrid mechanism based on local fractal dimension (LFD) and singular value decomposition (SVD) feature is used to 
detect the particular kind of forgery. In order to improve the computation time, we propose to arrange image blocks 
in B+-tree fashion which is an effective way of arranging and retrieving information in optimal time. Singular values 
obtained by applying SVD to image blocks within each group are used for block matching. Then the blocks that 
exhibit maximum resemblance in the singular values can be suspected as the duplicated regions. This forgery detection 
mechanism also considers other potential types of post-processing operations such as noise addition, blurring, rotation 
etc. 
 
2. Proposed Scheme 
The proposed scheme consists of two phases. In the first phase image is classified into different groups based on local 
fractal dimension. Fractal dimension is used to identify variations in the images, which gives a measure of texture 
[10]. It is studied as an efficient means for texture-based classification. Since the copied and pasted regions have 
similar texture, we initially classify the image into different texture segments based of the LFD values in the image. 
The classified group is organized in B+tree data structure. Such an organization of group provides an effective way 
of inserting and storing the block information in a sorted manner with less time complexity. Thus search for similar 
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blocks is confined within each group only thereby reducing the computational complexity of the block matching phase. 
In the second phase block matching is applied based on the SVD. SVD is a robust and reliable matrix factorization 
method that provides a way of extracting algebraic and geometric invariant features from an image [11]. The singular 
values are unique for image blocks and best approximate the matrix. Moreover, singular values represent maximum 
energy packing in an image that exhibits good stability even when the image suffers from minor distortion. This helps 
to locate duplicated regions that are processed by adding noise, blurred along the edges and rotated before pasting. 
The architecture of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture 
 
Given a forged image of size M*M. The proposed copy-move forgery detection scheme is as follows:  
2.1. Feature Extraction 
This step extract local fractal dimension (LFD) of each block as the feature vector for the classification. Local 
fractal dimension is estimated using the differential box-counting (DBC) method [10]. 
In Differential Box counting(DBC)[11], an image is considered as a three-dimensional spatial surface with (x, y), 
denotes the pixel position on the image plane, and the third coordinate(z) denoting pixel graylevel. Consider an image 
of size MכM. The (x, y) plane is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks of size, say,  sכs. The scale of each block is 
r= s, where M/2≥s>1 and s is an integer. On each block there is a column of boxes of size sכsכs’ where s’  is the height 
of each box, G/s’=M/s and G is the total number of gray levels.  Let the minimum and maximum graylevel of the 
ሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ௧௛ block fall in the݇௧௛and݈௧௛ boxes respectively. The boxes covering this block are counted in the number as ݊௥(i, 
j) = l-k+1, where the subscript r denotes the result using the scaler. Considering contributions  from all blocks, then 
the number of boxes ௥ܰ is counted for different values of r as: 
      
     ௥ܰ= σ௜ǡ௝݊௥(i, j)      (1) 
Pre-processing 
Feature extraction with 
LFD 
Image segmentation 
Organize segment in  
B+ Tree 
Estimate SVD 
Image Blocks matching 
using SVD 
Filtering and Highlighting 
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Then the FD can be estimated as the least squares linear fit of log (Nr) versus log (1/r). 
2.2. Classification 
The image is classified into different groups based on the phasel-1 feature. Thus each classified group corresponds 
to blocks with similar texture feature. Since the copied and pasted regions have similar texture, initially classifying 
the image into different texture groups confines the block comparison within each group only and thus reduces the 
complexity of block similarity matching.  
2.3. B+ tree Organization 
The classified group is organized in B+tree structure, which organizes blocks in a sorted manner. The tree is structured 
in such a way that each node consists of blocks in given LFD range.  In B+tree information or key-values are kept 
only at leaf nodes [3]. The key value is the block index information and LFD value and is ordered based on the LFD 
value. The time taken for inserting and retrieving an element in a B+-tree is only O (log n). Also the keys are organized 
in a sorted manner in a B+-tree. These two properties of B+ tree make it competent as an efficient data structure in 
our proposed work. 
2.4. Estimating Singular Values 
In this step, SVD is applied to blocks in each node and the singular value is used as the feature vector for block 
comparison and matching. SVD is a robust and reliable matrix factorization method that provides a way of extracting 
algebraic and geometric invariant features from an image [4]. 
Let A be an M*N matrix, Aε ܴெכே of rank r, then SVD is based on the theorem from linear algebra which 
states that any rectangular matrix A can be decomposed into product of three matrices [11]: 
x Orthogonal matrix  U ε ܴெכெ 
x Diagonal matrix      ∑ ε ܴெכே 
x Transpose of orthogonal matrix   ்ܸɂܴேכே   , such that 
 
A = U ∑்ܸ      (2) 
 
where,ܷǤ்ܷ  =1 and ்ܸ.V =1 
The matrix U is an M*M matrix. The columns of U are the orthonormal eigenvectors of A.ܣ். The matrix V is an 
N*N matrix. The columns of V are the orthonormal eigenvectors of ܣ்.A. ∑ is an M*N diagonal matrix with singular 
values formed by taking square root of eigenvalues from U or V in descending order.  
 
∑ = (σ௥ ͲͲ Ͳ )           (3) 
 
σ௥ = diag (ɐଵ, ɐଶ, ɐଷ,……….ɐ௥)         (4) 
 
Withɐଵ≥ ɐଶ≥ ɐଷ≥…….൒ ɐ௥ , where ɐ௜- denotes singular values of A 
 
Singular value feature vector has following algebraic and geometric invariant properties: instability, scaling 
property and rotation invariant. It is also insensitive to noise. Using singular value decomposition the proposed method 
not only achieves dimensionality reduction of block vectors but also provides better feature that is stable, resilient to 
after-copying operations such as scaling, rotation and noise addition. 
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2.5. Image Block Similarity Matching 
Based on the singular value feature vectors obtained in step 5, the Euclidean distance measure through the singular 
values is computed between each block in each node. Let u and v corresponds to n-dimensional singular value feature 
vector of blocks ࢈࢏ and ࢈࢐ respectively, 
u= ሺݑଵǡ ݑଶ ǥ ݑ௡ሻ் 
v=ሺݒଵǡ ݒଶ ǥ ݒ௡ሻ் 
 Then, D (u, v) = ሺሺݑ െ ݒሻ்ሺݑ െ ݒሻሻଵȀଶ  = ඥσ ሺݑ௜ െ ݒ௜ሻଶ௡௜ୀଵ      (5) 
 
If D (u, v) is greater than a threshold, the corresponding blocks can be suspected as candidates of forged blocks. 
2.6. Filtering and Forgery Highlighting 
Those blocks with distance (D) less than the threshold are discarded. If the remaining set of blocks forms a connected 
region, it is considered as the forgery map. Finally, the result of the tamper detection is visualized by highlighting the 
duplicated region to a unique intensity value. 
3. Experimental Results 
The proposed scheme is implemented using Matlab R2011a.  The dataset used for the experiment contains natural 
images of different themes. Copy-move forgery is performed on the image using software like Adobe Photoshop. The 
dataset samples include three types of image; images with normal copy-move operation, images with modifications 
such as blurring, noise added, rotation before pasting and images with multiple copy-move operation.  The dataset 
sample is shown in Fig. 2. 
The program has been experimented with different block size 16x16 with slide step of 8 pixels. Considering 
the fact that natural images may exhibit similar regions even without forgery, the proposed algorithm is based on the 
assumption that duplicated region less than 10% (less than 16*16) of the whole image is not suspected as forged. It also 
assumes that the copied and the pasted segments are non-overlapping. 
Fig. 3 shows detection result under normal copy-move operation. Fig. 3a shows the original image, 3b shows 
forged image and 3c denotes the output obtained. Fig. 4 shows detection result under modified copy-move operation. 
Fig. 4a shows the original image, 4b shows forged image and 4c denotes the output obtained. Fig. 4 shows detection 
result under multiple copy-move operation. Fig. 5a shows the original image, 5b shows forged image and 5c denotes 
the output obtained. Based on the confusion matrix, we have computed two measures namely precision and recall 
result is summarized in Table 1. The precision-recall graph is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Fig. 2. Dataset Samples 
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a)                                                             b)                                                                   c) 
 
 Fig.3. Detection Result under Normal Copy-Move Operation a) Original b) Forged c) Detection Result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                a)                                                                    b)                                                                     c) 
 
Fig. 4.Detection Result under Modified Copy-Move Operation a) Original b) Forged c) Detection Result 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)                                                                     b)                                                                 c) 
 
Fig. 5.Detection Result under Modified Copy-Move Operation a) Original b) Forged c) Detection Result 
 
 
   Table 1. Detection Result. 
Precision Precision Recall 
Normal Copy-Move 0.9789 0.9687 
Copy-Move with modification 0.9139 0.9550 
Multiple Copy-Move 0.9361 0.9565 
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Fig.6. Precision-Recall graph  
4. Conclusion 
Detecting forged portions within a natural scene with texture complexity is not an easy task. We have attempted to 
implement a new hybrid method using the strength of fractal dimension along with singular value decomposition. 
Experimental results show that the method is effective in images even after post-copying manipulations. The only 
challenge with the method is the high computation time required for estimating fractal dimension, which we have 
successfully reduced to a great extend minimizing the comparison steps by making use of B+ tree arrangement of 
image blocks sorted in the order of local fractal dimension.  
The main contribution of this work are: first, it carries out copy-move detection in image bocks with same 
texture instead of the whole image, which greatly narrows comparison of the similar blocks, thereby reducing the 
computational complexity; second, using singular values for block comparison exploits its properties such as rotation 
invariance, stability etc. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed work, also its robustness against 
after-copying operations, and detection of multiple copy-move forgery. 
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